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ABSTRACT
In order to display a high dynamic range (HDR) video on a regular low dynamic range (LDR) screen, it needs
to be tone mapped. A great number of tone mapping (TM) operators exist – most of them designed to tone
map one image at a time. Using them on each frame of an HDR video individually leads to ﬂicker in the
resulting sequence. In our work, we analyze three tone mapping operators with respect to ﬂicker. We propose
a criterion for the automatic detection of image ﬂicker by analyzing the log average pixel brightness of the tone
mapped frame. Flicker is detected if the diﬀerence between the averages of two consecutive frames is larger
than a threshold derived from Stevens’ power law. Fine-tuning of the threshold is done in a subjective study.
Additionally, we propose a generic method to reduce ﬂicker as a post processing step. It is applicable to all tone
mapping operators. We begin by tone mapping a frame with the chosen operator. If the ﬂicker detection reports
a visible variation in the frame’s brightness, its brightness is adjusted. As a result, the brightness variation is
smoothed over several frames, becoming less disturbing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term dynamic range is often used to describe the ratio between the brightest and darkest point in a given
scene. Analogously, it describes the ratio between the highest and lowest luminance level that can still be
captured faithfully by a camera. Being a ratio, the dynamic range is unitless∗ . As an example, the average
luminance during a starless night is in the order of magnitude of 10−3 , and is 105 in the midday sun. This
corresponds to an approximate dynamic range of 108 in nature. In a single scene at a single point in time, the
dynamic range is usually much lower than that, but can still exceed the capabilities of traditional LDR capturing
and display devices. This leads to under- and overexposed pixels in the captured images, and information on
brightness diﬀerences between these pixels is lost.
There exist a number of techniques to capture high dynamic range scenes with regular imaging hardware. In
order to display the created HDR image or video, its range of luminance values must be compressed to match
the displayable range of the output device. This range compression step is called tone mapping.
A tone mapping operator typically considers the minimum, maximum or average luminance of a recorded
HDR image and scales it down accordingly. However, most operators are designed with still images in mind.
That is, the dynamic range of each frame of an HDR video sequence is scaled independently. In situations where
the minimum, maximum or average brightness of a frame diﬀers greatly from its predecessor, the scaling function
changes rapidly from one frame to the next, leading to visible image ﬂicker. Such a situation can easily arise
when a bright object, such as the headlight of a car or a specular reﬂection, enters the ﬁeld of view. The tone
mapper attempts to map the greatly increased dynamic range onto the same output range, often changing the
brightness of the entire image in the process.
In this paper, we alleviate the described problem in a way that is applicable to all still image tone mappers. In
order to be independent of the tone mapper used, we remove image ﬂicker as a post processing step. Essentially,
the per-frame brightness diﬀerence (ﬂicker) is smoothed over a number of frames to become less obtrusive. We
ﬁrst introduce a criterion to detect ﬂickering frames. It is based on the diﬀerence of the average image brightness
of two consecutive frames and on a threshold derived from Stevens’ power law. Our assumptions are that:
∗
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• Image ﬂicker is the most obtrusive artifact introduced by applying still image tone mappers to videos, and
• ﬂicker can be detected suﬃciently well by analyzing the average brightness of a tone mapped frame.
These assumptions are supported by our experimental results. To reduce the visibility of detected ﬂicker, we
adjust the average image brightness after tone mapping. This is done using image normalization and clamping,
which is included as a last processing step in many tone mapping operators anyway. A frame that was mapped
to a much darker average than its predecessor will be adjusted to a level closer, but still darker than the
previous frame. We always keep the brightness variation within a range that is tolerable according to our ﬂicker
detection. After a few frames of convergence, the same average brightness the operator would maintain without
our intervention is reached again.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents existing HDR capturing techniques and
previous work in the ﬁeld of tone mapping for still images and video. In Section 3, we present our method
to detect ﬂickering frames. This criterion is then used in Section 4 to reduce the visibility of image ﬂicker. A
description of our experiments to ﬁne-tune the parameters of ﬂicker detection in a subjective user study, the
results of ﬂicker reduction, and some processing cost considerations are then given in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 HDR Capturing Techniques
The creation of HDR still images using LDR hardware has been discussed in the literature. The most popular
approach is temporal exposure bracketing, i.e., using a set of LDR images captured in quick sequence at diﬀerent
exposure settings. Each LDR image then captures one facet of the scene’s dynamic range. When fused together,
an HDR image is created that covers the full dynamic range of the scene. Most works in this ﬁeld focus on
the estimation of the inverse camera response function to map pixel values onto scene radiance,1–4 or on image
registration to compensate the camera motion between the shots.5–8 Additionally, there exist a number of works
that describe the capturing of HDR images by specialized hardware.9–13
More recently, these still image approaches have been extended to capturing HDR video. While the earlier
works separated the capturing step from the oﬄine HDR processing,14 more and more papers are being published
that aim at capturing HDR video in real-time.15, 16
In our work, we use the real-time capable HDR capturing method proposed in15 and save the created videos.
All the processing described in this paper is then applied to saved videos.

2.2 Still Image Tone Mapping Operators
A variety of TM operators for still images already exists, and several works have been published to evaluate
their quality.17–20 There is a distinction between spatially invariant, global operators and spatially variant, local
operators.21
Global operators are non-linear functions based on the content of an image as a whole, using statistical values
such as average luminance to estimate optimal mapping parameters for a particular image. When the optimal
function is found, the same transformation is applied to each pixel. Psychophysical models of brightness and
contrast perception as well as retinal properties serve as a basis for most approaches.22–25 These operators are
simple and fast, but are limited in their ability to process very high dynamic ranges. A mapping of the full
input range of luminance can be achieved by more engineering-oriented models such as logarithmic contrast
compression26 or histogram adjustment methods.27
Local operators consider a set of neighboring pixels for estimation of the parameters of a transformation
function. Each pixel of an image is mapped diﬀerently, based on the local features of its neighborhood. Because
the human visual system is sensitive to local contrast, high quality images spanning high dynamic ranges are
possible with these methods. Due to the more complex nature of these operators, computing time increases and
artifacts such as halo eﬀects can occur.

Local operators can be divided into diﬀerent classes. Center-surround methods increase local contrast by
computing the diﬀerence between a pixel’s value and a weighted set of its neighboring pixels. This procedure is
inspired by receptor properties of the human visual system.28–31
Frequency-based operators separate the low and high frequency bands of an image. Assuming that an image
is a product of light intensity and reﬂection, only the part relevant to light intensity is compressed. This is the
low frequency band, while the image details contained in the high frequency bands are kept. Oppenheim et
al.32 published this technique known as the ﬁrst TM operator, which attenuates low frequencies more than high
frequencies.
Gradient-based operators alter the gradient of an image. High frequency regions cause signiﬁcant diﬀerences
between neighboring pixels, while low frequency regions contain rather small diﬀerences. Fattal et al.33 observed,
that drastic luminance changes greatly increase gradients. Thus the gradient ﬁeld is compressed progressively.
For this work we chose three diﬀerent TM operators. As a global operator the Contrast-Based Scale Factor
by Ward25 is used. The primary goal of this method is the preservation of contrast. A constant of proportionality
between display luminance and world luminance has to be found, that yields a result with roughly the same
contrast visibility as the actual scene. Calculation of the scale factor is based on the research of Blackwell,34 who
deﬁned a relationship between adaptation to luminance changes and the just noticeable diﬀerence. It is then
applied to pixel values to convert real luminance values into display values.
The Photographic Operator published by Reinhard et al.28 is chosen from the set of local tone mappers. It is
inspired by photographic development and printing techniques. First, a global tone mapping reduces the range
of luminance to a displayable range. A center-surround function then ﬁnds low contrast regions. Their contrast
and details are enhanced by analyzing the luminance of local regions and changing the contrast of a pixel related
to its neighbors by dodging and burning.
The third operator considered is the Histogram Adjustment method proposed by Ward et al.27 It globally
applies a monotonic tone reproduction curve to all pixels. The idea is to allocate most of the displayable dynamic
range to luminance ranges that are represented by many pixels. Thus pixels in less frequent brightness levels are
compressed more strongly. Additionally, human visual limitations such as glare or visual acuity are regarded in
further processing steps.

2.3 Tone Mapping Operators for Video
Only few TM operators speciﬁc to HDR video content have been proposed. Tone mappers encounter problems
when dealing with strong illumination changes in adjacent frames, as current operators transform each frame
independently.
Pattanaik et al.35 presented an approach that models the time-dependent local adaptation of the human
visual system and discussed temporal coherence to avoid ﬂicker introduced by tone mapping.
Ferwerda24 oﬀers a time-dependent model, which is based on psychophysical experiments. However, the
data used is not in accordance with psychophysical data, and the problems of local retina adaptation and eye
movements inﬂuencing the state of adaptation persists.
Benoit et al.36 propose a model based on properties of the human retina. HDR video content is enhanced
by a non-separable spatio-temporal ﬁlter with added temporal constancy. This is done by imitating the retina’s
luminance compression and additional temporal information processing.
Another approach inspired by the non-linear adaptation of the retina by Meylan et al.37 performs color
rendering operations, such as tone mapping, directly on a color ﬁlter array (CFA) of a camera sensor. Their
method works similarly to retinal processing of the human visual system. In traditional color processing, color
reconstruction is done before color rendering to obtain the full resolution color image with three chromatic
components per pixel, as a CFA retains only one chromatic component for each pixel.
An implementation of a TM operator using programmable graphics hardware was presented by Goodnight et
al.38 They extend the TM operator to include a time-dependent model, that is based on the adaptation model
proposed by Durand and Dorsey.39 It describes a multi-pass interactive rendering that computes the average
luminance in a ﬁrst pass and renders the scene with a TM operator in the second pass. Both multiplicative and

subtractive light adaptation is simulated by applying a global multiplicative scale factor during the mapping
from world luminance to display luminance.
Wang et al.40 presented a modiﬁed version of the Photographic Operator for real-time operation. To achieve
fast computation, only the global component of the operator is considered and pipelined with a video codec.
An approach using gradient domain tone mapping in HDR videos was introduced by Lee et al.41 Temporal
motion information is incorporated into the Poisson equation to obtain temporally coherent LDR videos.
A general model for temporal luminance adaptation was proposed by Krawczyk et al.42 In accordance with
the human visual system, that reacts to temporal changes in luminance conditions, a time constant for the speed
of the adaptation is introduced. It is diﬀerent for rods and for cones, so that adaptation speed depends on the
level of scene illumination.
All methods for videos listed here were either implemented as a tone mapping operator, or speciﬁc to a certain
operator, while our proposed method can be used in conjunction with any operator.

2.4 TM Quality Evaluation
Evaluation of TM operators is widely done in subjective experiments.43, 44 Since there is no standardized method
for tone mapping, our evaluations are performed in accordance with the Subjective Assessment Methodology for
Video Quality (SAMVIQ).44 It is a subjective video quality measurement for motion pictures generally used to
evaluate video encoding techniques.

3. FLICKER DETECTION
It is our goal to perform tone mapping on high dynamic range videos using standard operators designed for still
images. When doing so, temporal incoherence of the minimum, maximum or average scene luminance leads to
image ﬂicker in the tone mapped result. We argue that image ﬂicker is the most disturbing artifact introduced
in this process. This is supported by two experiments described in Section 5. We thus focus entirely on the
detection and reduction of ﬂicker.
The second assumption we make is that ﬂicker is suﬃciently well detected by computing the average image
brightness of a tone mapped frame and comparing it to the average of the previous frame. The validity of this
simple criterion is also backed up by our experiments described later in the paper.
Figure 1 shows the average brightness of the frames of a tone mapped video over time. It illustrates well the
rapid drop and the rapid increase in average brightness between frames 52 and 53 and between frames 90 and
91. The respective frames are shown in Figure 2. They are taken from our HDR video Turn, which contains a
camera turn from a dark indoor area towards a window showing a light outdoor scene. The discontinuities in
Figure 1 occur exactly when the bright window ﬁrst enters the camera’s ﬁeld of view or leaves it respectively.
To compute the average image brightness, we use the geometric mean given by
I˜ =

n


(I(j) + )1/n ,

(1)

j=1

where n is the number of pixels in the image and I(j) is the value of the pixel at position j.  is a small number
to prevent the product from becoming zero for black pixels. This equation can be rewritten as
⎛
⎞
n

1
I˜ = exp ⎝
log(I(j) + )⎠ .
(2)
n j=1
Over its arithmetic counterpart, the geometric mean has the advantage of being more resilient to outliers.
Furthermore it more closely resembles the way average image brightness is perceived by the human eye. For this
reason it is often used in tone mapping.
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Figure 1. Log average pixel value of an HDR video tone mapped with the Photographic Operator. From frame 53 to 90,
a window showing the light outside is visible. This leads to a large increase of the scene’s dynamic range and a large drop
in brightness of the tone mapped result.

Figure 2. Six frames of the video Turn tone mapped with the Photographic Operator. As soon as the window enters
the camera’s ﬁeld of view, the scene’s minimum and maximum luminance changes greatly, leading to a visible brightness
diﬀerence of the tone mapped frames. This can be seen between frames 52 and 53 and frames 90 and 91.

3.1 Calculating the Brightness Threshold
The biggest challenge in developing a ﬂicker detection criterion using the log average pixel value is ﬁnding a
suitable threshold for the diﬀerence of the averages of two consecutive frames. We experimented with two
diﬀerent models found in the literature on the human visual system. They are Weber’s law45 and Stevens’ power
law.46 Both use the notion of a just noticeable diﬀerence ΔR, which depends on a given background luminance
R, and both introduce an adjustable parameter k. For a given luminance level (in our case the log average
of the previous frame), these models allow the computation of a maximum luminance change that will remain
unnoticed to a human observer. Even though the setting for which these laws were developed slightly diﬀers
from ours, they serve as a perceptional basis for our criterion.
Weber’s law is a mathematical model for the human visual perception.45 It states that the ratio between
the minimum incremental amount of luminance required to be perceptible and the background luminance is a

constant:

ΔR
(3)
R
In other words, the just noticeable diﬀerence is a ﬁxed fraction of the predominant brightness. This equation
can be solved for ΔR to yield the desired threshold.
k=

Our second criterion is Stevens’ power law.47 It describes the relationship between the real magnitude of a
general stimulus and the magnitude as perceived by a human. A number of TM operators use the power law
with the stimulus being the sensation of brightness.22, 23 In its general form, it is given by
ΔR = kRα ,

(4)

where α is a constant speciﬁc to the type of stimulus considered. For brightness α ≈ 0.33.
A suitable value for the parameter k is determined experimentally for each criterion. This is presented in
Section 5. In our experiments, we also found that Stevens’ power law allows for the most accurate detection of
ﬂickering frames. It is therefore our criterion of choice.

4. FLICKER REDUCTION
In this section we demonstrate our ﬂicker reduction algorithm, which makes use of the ﬂicker detection introduced
in the previous section. It will be seen that a robust detection makes ﬂicker removal straightforward. If ﬂicker
occurs in a frame, we iteratively adjust its brightness until it is within the tolerable threshold. To illustrate our
algorithm, we use frames 52 and 53 of the test video Turn as shown in Figures 1 and 2 as an example throughout
this section: A part of the window showing the very light outside suddenly moves into the camera’s ﬁeld of view,
making the maximum scene luminance go up rapidly. The TM operator maps the now increased dynamic range
of the scene onto the same display range, resulting in an overall much darker image. The case where the image
brightness increases rapidly is handled analogously and not explicitly described here.
The algorithm is implemented as a post-processing step and works with any tone mapper. We tested our
approach with Ward’s Contrast-Based Scale Factor,25 the Histogram Adjustment by Ward et al.27 and the
Photographic Tone Reproduction by Reinhard et al.28
We start by tone mapping the current frame t with the chosen operator and settings. Next, the log average
pixel value I˜t of the frame is computed using Equation 2. Then we calculate the maximum allowable brightness
diﬀerence ΔR to the previous frame using Stevens’ power law (Equation 4):
ΔR = k(I˜t−1 )0.33 ,

(5)

where I˜t−1 is the log average of the previous frame. Now we check whether |I˜t−1 − I˜t | > ΔR. If it is not, then
the frame is likely not to be a ﬂickering frame (see experimental results). In our example however, it is assumed
that the current frame is much darker than the previous one (I˜t−1 > I˜t ). The goal is now to increase the frame’s
brightness so that it falls within a tolerable range. The lower end of this range is given by I˜t−1 − ΔR, meaning
that there shall be no detectable ﬂicker. It is also desirable to maintain the original brightness produced by the
TM operator as well as possible. After adjustment, I˜t should therefore be close to the lower end of the range.
To accommodate this fact, we set the upper bound to I˜t−1 − pΔR, where p is a percentage we set to 50% in our
implementation. The next step is to iteratively adjust the frame’s brightness, producing a sequence I˜t0 , I˜t1 , ..., I˜ti ,
until it falls into the desired range of [I˜t−1 − ΔR, I˜t−1 − pΔR]. As an explicit target value I ∗ , we aim for the
range’s center. The process of iteratively approaching the desired brightness is depicted in Figure 3.

4.1 Iterative Brightness Adjustment
Most TM operators perform a ﬁnal normalization and clamping of the resulting ﬂoating point values. The tone
mapper may produce scaled luminance values in an arbitrary range. In the normalization step, these values are
shifted to begin from zero and are usually scaled to 255. Afterwards, the values may be clamped to [0, 255]
again for robustness against imprecision in the ﬂoating point operations. We modify these steps by introducing
a scale parameter s. The values after tone mapping are then normalized to the range of [0, 255s] instead. The

Figure 3. Frame t is too dark after tone mapping (I˜t0 < I˜t−1 − ΔR). Its brightness is thus iteratively adjusted towards
the target value I ∗ . After three iterations, it falls within the tolerable brightness range drawn in gray.

subsequent clamping to a byte remains unchanged. In doing so, the change of the average output brightness will
be approximately linear to the change of s (only approximately because of shifting and clamping). That is, for
a certain range of scale changes, there is a slope parameter m0 for which
I˜t0 − I˜t1 = m0 (s0 − s1 )

(6)

holds. In the following, we use the superscript to denote the iteration index in our iterative brightness adjustment
scheme. I˜t0 is therefore the log average pixel value of frame It as determined earlier (called I˜t above). s0 = 1.0 is
the original scale used for normalization. I˜t1 and s1 are the respective values after adjusting the scale once. The
initial slope m0 is set to an arbitrary value of 50. It is reﬁned during the iterations and re-used for later frames.
In the following, we omit the time parameter t to avoid clutter.
At this point, we know the frame’s original average brightness I˜0 , the desired target brightness I ∗ to which
we would like to adjust it, the original scale s0 and a rough estimate of the coeﬃcient m0 to relate scale change
to brightness change. From this, we can compute a new scale s1 that maps the brightness closer to the target
by rearranging Equation 6 and replacing I˜t1 with I ∗ :
s1 = s0 −

I0 − I∗
.
m0

(7)

The normalization step as described before is then re-done using the adjusted scale parameter s1 . This results in
a new log average image brightness of I˜1 in the ﬁrst iteration. We now know that adjusting the scale from s0 to s1
changed the average from I˜0 to I˜1 . Inserting these values into Equation 6 yields a more accurate approximation
of the slope parameter which we denote by m1 .
In each iteration i, the scale parameter si is updated (Equation 7), and the original tone mapping output is
normalized and clamped using si , resulting in I˜i . A more accurate slope mi is then estimated from
mi =

I˜i − I 0
.
si − s0

(8)

The iteration ends as soon as I˜i falls within the tolerable target range given above, in which case the normalized
image is the output of the post processing step. The iterative brightness adjustment is illustrated in Figure 3.
See the next section for the mean number of iterations required. The ﬁnal slope mi from the last iteration is
saved and re-used as an initial guess for the next ﬂickering frame.
The adjusted brightness I˜ti of frame t is now slightly lower than I˜t−1 (more speciﬁcally: I˜ti ≈ I ∗ < I˜t−1 ).
However, the diﬀerence is now within a range we consider to be unobtrusive. For the next frame t + 1, we set

the normalization scale to 1.0 again, i.e., we tone map with standard parameters. If there is no more rapid
scene histogram change between frames t and t + 1, I˜t+1 is now closer to I˜t than I˜t was to I˜t−1 and the amount
of adjustment required is smaller. After a few frames, the diﬀerence approaches a value less than ΔR and no
further adjustment is necessary. Figure 4 illustrates this convergence towards standard parameters.
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Figure 4. This plot shows a rapid decrease of average brightness between frames 1 and 2. Frame 2 is adjusted to reduce
the brightness gap. The amount of adjustment needed decreases with each subsequent frame. In frame 5, the adjusted
brightness has converged towards the value achieved by tone mapping with standard scale. No more adjustment is
required.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Subjective Flicker Detection
Our experimental results are all based on two subjective user studies we performed. For both studies, we used
the same ﬁve HDR videos, tone mapped without ﬂicker reduction. The length of the video clips ranges from 14
to 44 seconds. Here are the names and a brief description of the videos:
Turn:
Handheld:
Outdoor:
Outdoor South:
Linux Room:

Mostly indoor scene with a window showing the bright outside. Smooth horizontal camera rotation with a sudden transition from dark to bright and back.
Handheld camera. Indoor with very dark areas and window. Random camera motion.
Outdoor scene with a relatively narrow dynamic range. Horizontal and vertical camera
rotation.
A street with moving cars and trees.
Dark indoor scene with long exposure times and motion blur. Artiﬁcial light sources. In
some frames, the window to the outside is visible.

Since diﬀerent TM operators produce diﬀerent ﬂicker artifacts, we tone mapped these videos with the three operators: Ward’s Contrast-Based Scale Factor25 (referred to as Scale in the following), the Histogram Adjustment
by Ward et al.27 (Histogram) and the Photographic Tone Reproduction by Reinhard et al.28 (Photographic).
This resulted in 15 videos total. The URL where all our videos can be found is given in the References section.48
Both experiments included the same 10 test subjects. They had no prior experience with HDR video or tone
mapping. The methodology of our experiments was based on SAMVIQ.44 We only diﬀer from the recommendation in that we do not show an explicit reference video. This was not possible due to the lack of an HDR display
to show a non-tone-mapped reference video on.

In the ﬁrst experiment, the subjects were told to mark the video frames in which they perceive a general
distortion. They were not informed of our endeavor to remove ﬂicker artifacts in particular. From the resulting
list of marked frames, we removed three frames that were clearly due to problems in the capturing process and
unrelated to tone mapping (e.g., motion blur or ghosting due to exposure bracketing). In the second experiment,
we told the subjects to mark frames with visible image ﬂicker. We observed that more frames were marked in the
second experiment than in the ﬁrst. Additionally, each frame that was marked in experiment 1 by anyone was
marked by half or more of the users in experiment 2, i.e., the ﬁrst results were a subset of the second. The fact
that each reported distortion turned out to be classiﬁed as image ﬂicker implies that ﬂicker is the most obtrusive
artifact introduced when still image tone mappers are applied to video.
To compile a ﬁnal list of frames that are considered ﬂickering, we used those frames that were marked by
50% or more of the subjects in the second experiment. This includes everything that was marked in the ﬁrst
one. Table 1 shows our list. Some clips exhibit a large brightness diﬀerence between frame 0 and 1. This is also
an artifact of the capturing process, but was left in the list as it also constitutes ﬂicker.
Video / Operator
Turn
Scale
Photographic
Histogram
Handheld
Scale
Photographic
Histogram
Outdoor
Scale
Photographic
Histogram
Outdoor South Scale
Photographic
Histogram
Linux Room
Scale
Photographic
Histogram

Reported Flickering Frames
1, 53, 57, 71, 72, 90-92
1, 53, 91
19, 51-54, 91, 92
12, 14, 34, 35
1, 13, 18
1, 13, 60
6, 27, 28, 42, 54, 57
27, 28, 41, 42
10, 17, 50, 68
10, 18, 50, 78
14, 26, 78, 79

Table 1. List of ﬂickering frames for each video tone mapped with each operator. We included all frames that were
reported by 50% or more of the subjects in our second experiment. 50 frames were reported in total.

5.2 Setting the Parameter k
In Section 3, we introduced two criteria for the detection of ﬂicker: Stevens’ power law and Weber’s law. Both
had an adjustable parameter k to control their sensitivity to best match the subjective impression of ﬂicker. We
now describe how the marked frames shown in Table 1 are used to determine the optimal values for k and to
judge the performance of the two criteria. For this purpose, a data set consisting of all 1311 frames of all video
clips is created. For each frame, we compute the diﬀerence ΔR of its log average brightness and its predecessor’s
R. Knowing ΔR and R, solving Equations 3 and 4 for k yields a minimum sensitivity value for which the frame
would just be detected as ﬂickering. We thus also record kweber and kstevens for each frame. Additionally, we
mark the ﬂickering frames according to Table 1. Figure 5 shows the number of frames having a certain value
kstevens for the two classes of ﬂicker and non-ﬂicker frames.
For a given value of k, we can now count the number of correctly detected ﬂickering frames (true positives,
tp), frames incorrectly classiﬁed as ﬂickering (false positives, f p), and missed frames (false negatives, f n). The
metrics precision P and recall R are calculated as:49
P =

tp
,
tp + f p

(9)

R=

tp
.
tp + f n

(10)
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Figure 5. The histogram shows the number of ﬂicker and non-ﬂicker frames for each value of k for Stevens’ power law.

Precision is deﬁned as the fraction of correctly detected ﬂicker frames among all detected frames, whereas recall
is the fraction of correctly detected ﬂicker frames among all actual ﬂicker frames. Figure 6 plots precision and
recall on our data set against the chosen value of k. A higher k generally increases the precision, but has a
negative impact on recall.
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Figure 6. Precision and recall of our detector plotted against parameter kstevens .

The Fβ -score (Fβ ∈ [0, 1], a higher score is better) combines both precision and recall:
Fβ = (1 + β 2 ) ·

P ·R
.
β2 · P + R

(11)

The parameter β expresses subjective preferences, e.g., whether the number of frames incorrectly classiﬁed as
ﬂickering is more relevant compared to ﬂicker frames that are not detected (missed frames). In the case of β = 1,
the F1 score can be interpreted as the weighted average of precision and recall; β = 2 gives recall (missed frames)
twice the weight of precision. Figure 7 shows the value of four diﬀerent F-scores depending on the value of k.
The global maximum of each F -score indicates the k which optimizes the subjective preferences. Higher β values
lead to a lower k and reduce the number of missed frames at the expense of more false positives.
Our goal is to remove as much ﬂicker as possible to generate high quality videos. Thus the number of missed
ﬂicker frames should be low. False positives are more acceptable, since additional tone mapping of a non-ﬂicker
frame merely increases the computational eﬀort. Based on these considerations we chose the F4 -score as quality
measurement criterion which assigns four times as much importance to recall as to precision.
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Figure 7. Comparison of diﬀerent F -scores based on Stevens’ power law.

To derive an optimal value for the parameter k, we consider the full data set. The optimal values for Stevens’
power law and Weber’s law are kstevens = 2.133 and kweber = 0.0846 respectively.
We use tenfold cross validation50 to judge the performance of our ﬂicker detection in practice. The idea is to
partition the video frames into ten subsets: In one iteration, the maximum F4 score (i.e., the optimal value of k)
is calculated using nine training sets. The remaining subset is used to calculate a realistic F4 -score and to judge
the performance of the detection. This is repeated ten times, such that all frames are used for validation exactly
once. The average over all F4 -scores is used as the ﬁnal score for the respective detection method. Table 2
summarizes the results.
Method
Stevens
Weber

Avg. F4 -score
0.8689
0.7774

# false negatives
1
2

# true positives
49
48

# false positives
87
149

Table 2. Comparison of cross-validation results.

It can be seen that the average F4 -score of Stevens’ power law is higher, making it the better choice for our
purpose. From the number of false negatives and false positives for our choice of k, we can conclude that a large
diﬀerence of the log average pixel value between two frames is a necessary criterion for a ﬂickering frame. That
is, if our detector classiﬁes a frame as non-ﬂickering, it is very likely to actually be a non-ﬂicker frame. This
justiﬁes our decision to adjust a frame’s brightness until our detector stops reporting ﬂicker. It is very likely that
the ﬂickering is now removed. In other words, we use ﬂicker detection as an objective quality metric to prove
the correctness of our ﬂicker reduction algorithm.
Our results are presented as eight plots in Figure 8. They show the trend of the log average brightness before
and after ﬂicker reduction. We selected eight representatives out of the 15 videos we created. Corrected and
original version of all 15 videos can be downloaded from the URL given in the References section.48

5.3 Computational Eﬀort of Flicker Reduction
We assume that the log average brightness of a frame can be obtained from the TM operator as a by-product or
calculated with little extra eﬀort. The cost of ﬂicker detection is thus negligible and so is the calculation of the
new scale parameter in our iterative brightness adjustment scheme. Hence, the additional computational eﬀort
produced by our ﬂicker reduction algorithm is mainly due to the repeated normalization of ﬂickering frames.
When processing the 1311 frames of our test videos, 274 additional normalizations were performed. They were
caused by adjusting 208 ﬂickering frames. This number diﬀers from the 50 ﬂickering frames in Table 1 because
one ﬂicker eﬀect may have to be smoothed over an entire succession of frames, and we also process false positives.
This gives an average number of 1.317 iterations per adjusted frame and 4.16 adjusted frames per subjective
ﬂicker artifact.
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Figure 8. Average brightness before and after ﬂicker reduction. We chose to show all ﬁve videos tone mapped with the
Photographic Operator. Additionally, we show all three versions of Turn, since it has the most interesting properties.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented an algorithm for the automatic removal of ﬂicker in tone mapped high dynamic range video. It is
based on a threshold for the maximum allowable diﬀerence between the log average pixel value of two consecutive
frames. When the threshold is exceeded, the frame’s brightness is adjusted until it falls into a tolerable range.
The ﬂicker artifact is thus smoothed over several frames and becomes unobtrusive.
We evaluated our work by ﬁrst ﬁtting the threshold for ﬂicker detection to the results of a subjective study.
Flicker reduction adjusts the brightness until it is within the threshold. Assuming that we can detect ﬂicker
reliably, our ﬂicker reduction algorithm is very likely to correctly remove ﬂicker from the videos.
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